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THE JABRA HANDSET 450™
THE PERFECT UC EXPERIENCE FOR USERS WHO PREFER
A HANDSET.

Ensure seamless integration of Unified Communication
(UC) and a positive user-experience for users who have a
necessity for wireless freedom but prefer using a handset.
Jabra Handset 450™ is the perfect solution for these users.
It combines the comfort of a wireless phone experience
with the many benefits of a UC solution. Offering premium
audio quality, remote call control, and plug-and-play
installation, the wireless Jabra Handset 450 is the seamless
upgrade from a wired desk phone. Fully compatible with
Skype for Business and other softphones and certified
for Cisco, Handset 450 enables you to choose the way
you work.
CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND
Handset 450 integrates wideband audio to give you a
crystal clear and natural sound experience, guaranteeing
that you won’t miss any details. The noise-canceling
microphone will eliminate any background noise and
ensure that you are always heard.
WIRELESS, SECURE AND SIMPLE
Jabra Handset 450’s plug-and-play solution ensures that
installation is truly hassle-free. Wireless DECT technology
allows you take the call anywhere in the office, with up to
66 foot range. High security DECT encryption and physical
pairing, (rather than over the air) safeguards superior
transmission security.

REASONS TO CHOOSE THE JABRA HANDSET 450
Get the combined benefits of a convenient wireless
handset and new, softphone-based UC technology
Enjoy ease of installation and use with USB-based,
plug-and-play solution
Experience professional sound quality, with wideband
audio

WORKS WITH

YOU’RE IN CONTROL
Several Handset 450 features enhance user-convenience,
allowing you to have firm control. Lift the handset to
answer a call. Put it back in the cradle to end it. Easycontrols allow you to mute calls and adjust volume. A
beep-tone will let you know if there is a call waiting. The
rechargeable battery gives you up to 15 hours talk time.
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JABRA HANDSET 450
Your personal device to enjoy wireless call comfort
A

Light indicator

Shows active mode

B

Mute/un-mute
microphone

Tap the Mute button

C

Speaker volume
up

Tap the Volume + button

D

Speaker volume
down

Tap the Volume – button

Connectivity

Security

Audio

Ease of use

Variants
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FEATURES

BENEFITS

USB cable

Plug-and-play connectivity

DECT wireless technology

Voice dedicated transmission prevents interference from e.g. WIFI.
Up to 66 foot range

Full compatibility with your softphone

Works with Skype for Business and most softphones and certified for Cisco.

Encryption between handset and base

Secure conversation. Privacy guaranteed.

Physical pairing of handset and base

Superior transmission security. The handset is always paired to the base it sits in.

Wideband audio /HD Voice

Superior call clarity. Reduces misunderstandings and the need to repeat things.

Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) technology

Crystal clear sound without echoes or distorted sounds even at max volume level.

Noise-canceling microphone

Enhances call clarity by eliminating background noise from the office.

Ergonomically designed

Comfortable to hold. Designed for all-day use

Light indicators in different colors

Easy-to-use interface with different colors for incoming calls, message waiting, mute
and volume adjustment.

Fast charge battery

The handset is fully charged in less than 3 hours.

Up to 10h talk time
Standby time 120h

Reduces need to charge handset.

Available in Dark or Light color

CLARITY, SIMPLICITY AND FREEDOM FOR CISCO UC AUDIO DEVICE USERS

WWW.JABRA.COM/HANDSET450

DS_HANDSET450NA

As a Cisco Preferred Solution Developer, Jabra partners with the Cisco Developer Network
program to offer a wide range of Jabra audio devices that are easy to install and use, and
integrate seamlessly with Cisco Unified IP Phones and Cisco Unified Communication Clients.
Jabra audio devices deliver an enhanced experience that increases mobility, collaboration
and simple communication for Cisco users, combining comfort with exceptional audio
performance to enhance productivity and user satisfaction.

